a reality existing independent of our present conception of it, which has This chapter examines these methodological developments and draws out their implications for a Post Keynesian economics of the environment. methodology for environmental economics or to contrast this with exist 2 Rather, we consider several common related to a Post Keynesian economics of the environment. independent of our particular investigation of it. They agree that while it It would seem strange to argue that tigers or ecosystems or pollution are GRAHAMS IMAC:Users:Graham:Public:GRAHAM'S IMAC JOBS:11942 -EE -HOLT:M1979 -HOLT PRINT ist thought in economics, which sometimes argues that reality is purely ontological analysis.
one of the main strengths of ecological economics, which is that an under that models of the consumer in environmental analysis should capture While the capital controversy centred on several theoretical curiosa, an This story is familiar to economists. What does the concept of ontologi cal depth add? Principally, it impels comprehending the pollution as not higher layers in the overall structure, such as the economic, are dependent properties which are emergent from the lower.
for understanding reality than those approaches that focus on the eco economists ignore the underlying physical to focus on the economic, and ments. Further, the lessons from methodological developments such as However, analysis in terms of depth and causal mechanisms means that it is important to focus on mechanisms, and their potential activity
The concept of depth does not let us determine the mechanisms that are most important. Clearly, when applied to the environment, this is crucial.
hierarchy of mechanisms to consider. There is an analogy here with lexi Lexicographic preferences are a staple of Post Keynesian consumer theory (see Lavoie, 1992 and error, not in the sense of moving incrementally to a perfect theory, on reality, particularly if there are parts of it which are more atomistic.
lematic.
other interfering factors will change the conclusion. neither does it claim faux precision.
of realities, or a fragmented, complex reality in which there is a plurality of heterogeneous types of entity. Given that, and given the di culties in 
